Astrological meanings of letters in the name Immoos
(I-M-O-S)
Each letter found in a persons name has it's own meaning in Astrology. This is a list of
letter meanings for the name Immoos. Discover similar name meanings!

IMOS (letter I meaning in this name)
Being a very compassionate person you feel very strongly about things. This is also
related to you being artsy and creative, with a great eye for everything from fashion to
composition. Make sure you stick close to projects and have direction and guidance.
Otherwise you might suffer from anxiety. Balance in life is key.
Positive: Inspirational. Genteel. Sensitive. Impulsive. Elegant. Compassionate. Humane.
Negative: Timid. Quick to anger.
IMOS (letter M meaning in this name)
One could call you a workhorse because of your high work moral. Not needing much
sleep and having great health. Without financial security you feel very uneasy.
Homeimprovement is one of your hobbies. Having too great a drive to get things done
can at time result in impatients with others.
Positive: Self-confident. Industrious. Courageousous. Domestic. Intuitive. Psychic.
Negative: Impatient.
IMOS (letter O meaning in this name)
Always taking the moral high ground that support your spiritual beliefs and strong will
can at times alienate people around you. Boundaries and having rules is important to
you. You feel things very deeply and are sensitive. Jealousy feelings can cause you
trouble. Not brooding over past mistakes and forgiving others could lead to more
happiness.
Positive: Patienct. Studious. Responsible. Intellectual. Community minded. Good student.
Negative: Uncontrolled emotions.
IMOS (letter S meaning in this name)
You are a real charmer. Your warmth and devotion cal lead you towards strong feelings
and overly dramatic reactions. Try not to be too emotional when making big decisions.
Sometimes it's better to just wait five minutes beforehand.
Positive: Strong feelings. Starter. Magnetic. Attracts money. Energetic.
Negative: Impulsive.
This was the astrological meaning for the name Immoos
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